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Abstract: Recently, numerical simulations have been used to study important physical phenomena in
microfluidics application. A topic of great interest in this field is that of microdrops manipulation, which is
applied to lab-on-a-chip devices for biomedical testing and synthesis. Computational fluid dynamics (CFD)
analysis of microdrops flow was performed to simulate the design channel of Yung-Chieh et al. [1]. In order to
produce water in oil micodrops, the channel design is connected with T-junction geometry, where a continuous
phase in one channel is sheared off by a dispersed phase in the perpendicular channel. A numerical solution
of the Navier–Stokes equation using a volume-of-fluid (VOF) technique was carried out to model the process.
As a main advantages, without moving part in this passive device, microdrops sorting was achieved in
microchannel through controlling of applying pressure on T-junction. In this paper, the influence of surface
tension on microdrops dispersion is investigated. In addition, microdrops sorting frequency across the range
of low Reynold number is also discussed. The results are compared with available experimental results and
indicate a good agreement, which demonstrate the accuracy of our model.
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INTRODUCTION In the past decade, various numerical studies have

Over the last few decades, modeling immiscible fluids microchannels. computational methods have proven to be
such as oil and water have been a classical research topic. an effective tool to study the process in which the
Droplet-based microfluidics presents a unique platform for multiphase flow takes place. Simulation of multiphase flow
mixing, reaction, separation, dispersion of drops and along surfaces is a frequently met phenomenon in
numerous other functions [2-3]. In this paper, we suggest industrial processes, for example in catalysis, phase
a numerical study of microdrops sorting in micrfofluidic dispersion, boiling and cavitation etc. Different methods
device, that was experimentally studied by Yung-Chieh for the tracking of interface in free surface flows have
(2008) [1] and then compare  the  simulated  results been  developed. They include the Marker-and-Cell,
against the experimental results. This comparison would Front-Tracking, Lattice-Boltzmann, Level Set and Volume
determine the effectiveness of a computer-based research of Fluid (VOF) methods first introduced by Hirt and
method for producing results similar to reality, so that in Nichols [4]. In most of the abovementioned methods there
the future reaction efficiency could be tested and are severe disadvantages, such as large requirement for
improved using CFD instead of a laboratory experiment. computer memory or long calculation times, which make
The computational fluid dynamics (CFD) studies allows the practical use of these methods difficult. The volume of
analysis of several parameters that are hard to analysis fluid method has been recently successfully used for the
experimentally. This type of study also provides detailed, calculation of different multiphase flow cases [7]. In the
three-dimensional and time-dependent information on present study, the fluid interface is modeled using the
flow details such as pressures and velocities that are VOF method, that is an algorithm used for accurately
difficult to measure experimentally and can thus provide tracking a sharp interface between two fluids. We model
mechanistic insights needed to check various a three-dimensional geometry that allow sorting of
hypotheses. microdrops  by  size.   Several   simulations   with  different

been performed to investigate the microdrops breakup in
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Fig. 1: The channel schematics showing the general features of the design. From the T-junction droplets were first
generated by shear viscous ( ) interaction of water and gasoil. Then the microdropss eventually flew into the
bifurcating junction where they were sorted into the daughter channels. The sorting junction consists of two
interconnected rectangular regions. The small rectangular region connects to daughter channel L and the large
rectangular region connects to daughter channel R. 

capillary numbers and different microdrops size were The shear forces experienced by the microdrops depend
performed. Our model is composed of two principals on both the ratio of the areas projected by the daughter
geometries; the first one is the T-junction, that is flows and the ratio of the shear rates generated by the
considered  as  the typical geometry to produce daughter flows. such that Q  is the flow rate of the right
microdrops production in mcrofluidics, the second one is daughter channel and Q  is the flow rate of the left
the geometry  that  allows sorting of produced microdrops daughter channel. As illustrated in Fig. 1, a higher
(the description of our model is shown in Figure 1). We daughter flow (R) affects a much larger droplet area than
study the effect of the difference of applied pressure on a lower daughter flow (L). 
T-junction on sorted microdrops frequency; in which the
sorting of microdrops was achieved. In addition, as flow Computational  Mesh  and  Boundary Conditions: The
of two immiscible liquids in microchannels are often CFD software Fluent 6.3.26 was used to simulate the
dominated by surface tension. This allows for the formation and detachment of a water microdrop into a
generation of monodisperse emulsions by moving cross-flowing continuous phase of gasoil. Fluent uses a
microdrops  through networks of microchannels [5], that's control-volume-based technique to convert the governing
why, we verified the effect of surface tension on the equations into algebraic equations that can then be
production of the microdrops dispersion and their solved numerically. The governing equation used was the
frequencies in the output of microsystem. We found a mass conservation equation for each phase and the
good agreement between our numerical results and that momentum equation.
from previous experimental studies. The three-dimensional geometry of the channel and

Principle: According to Yung-Chieh et al.[1] in this generated using Gambit 2.2.30. A hexahedral mesh was
system, microdrop are sorted at a bifurcating junction. selected on all geometry that the calculations of surface
The bifurcating junction divides the flow carrying the tension effects are more accurate with this mesh than with
droplet into two daughter flows. Each daughter flow a triangular or tetrahedral mesh. Mesh refinement was
exerts a shear force on the microdrop. The difference in adopted in Fluent in order to increase the resolution of the
the  shear  forces experienced by the microdrop causes it drop formation area. The grid independence was checked
to  move in  the  direction  of the higher daughter flow. using different grid sizes.

R

L

capillary and the meshes of the fluid volumes were
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In  this  study,  the  flows  are  taken  to  be laminar each computational cell is tracked throughout the domain.
(for  = 0.01 N/m and P=0.04, Re  2.09). The fluid The VOF model uses phase averaging to define the
density and viscosity are assumed to be constant in each amount of continuous and dispersed phase in each cell.
phase. A variable, , was defined as [9]:

In this model, the influence of the difference of
pressure inlet and the surface tension are focused; to  = 1  when the cell is 100% filled with continuous
study the effect of the difference of pressure ( P), we phase
have fixed = 0.01N/m. while in the study of the surface  = 0  when the cell is 100% filled with dispersed phase
tension effect, we have set the pressure of water inlet= the 0 <  < 1  when the cell contains an interface between
pressure of gasoil inlet=1.5 bar (the difference of applied the two phases.
pressure P=0 bar). The viscosity of both liquids water
and gasoil are respectively defined as µ = 0.001 kg/m.s , The  density   and viscosity µ, for both phasesw

1

µ = 0.003 kg/m.s .  The  boundary   conditions   on  the (water and gasoil) can be calculated using a linearo
1

T-junction are defined as pressure inlet with no viscous dependence:
stress boundary condition, the pressure outlet is the same The subscript 1 is chosen for the continuous liquid
as the atmospheric pressure, with no-slip boundary (primary) phase, while the subscript 2 for the discrete
conditions at all the walls. The second-order upwind phase (microdrops) 
scheme is used for discretization of the momentum
equation. The PRESTO! is taken as the pressure  =  +  (1- ) (1)
discretization scheme. The geometric reconstruction
scheme is used for interpolation of the interface geometry. µ = µ  + µ  (1- ) (2)
It is able to form mono-dispersed microdrops by this way
due to the different surface tension. There are several different VOF algorithms with

The requirement to successfully follow of microdrops different accuracies and complexities in CFD. The
behavior leads to very large numbers of grid cells when geometric reconstruction scheme used in this study is
uniform meshes are used. For our 3D case, 129472 grid based on the work of Youngs (1982) [10] and further
points  were  needed  to  reach  a   converged  solution. described by (Rudman 1997) [11]. This scheme permits a
We designed the length of daughter channel V to be piecewise-linear approach, which assumes that the
shorter than the length of daughter channel Z to allow the interface has a linear slope within each cell and the
flow rate of the right daughter channel R to be greater position of the interface is calculated from the volume
than the flow rate of the left daughter channel L. We fraction and their derivatives in the cell. The solutions of
tested microdrops sorting in different ranges of applied the velocity field and pressure are calculated using a
pressure and surface tension. body-force-weighted discretization scheme for the

The computations were run for a large number of time pressure, the Pressure-Implicit with Splitting of Operators
steps (10 ) to generate a database from which (PISO) scheme for the pressure velocity.5

statistically converged mean and perturbation flow The body-force-weighted scheme is used since it
quantities could be extracted. The convergence limit was works well with the VOF model and the PISO scheme is
set to a residual sum of 10  for the continuity and chosen to improve the efficiency of the calculation of the3

velocity components, controlling the time step by setting momentum balance after the pressure correction equation
the maximum Courant number to 0.8. These results are is solved.
discussed in the following sections. The CFD software was used to simulate the flow of

oil microdrops sorting. The governing equations are the
VOF Method: The segregated solver for an unsteady mass conservation equation for each phase and the
laminar flow was used in CFD, the volume of fluid method momentum equation: 
was performed to track the interface between the oil
microdrops and the continuous phase. The VOF model is (3)
a surface-tracking technique that is useful when studying
the position of the interface between two immiscible where the velocity is given by u. In addition, a single
fluids. A single set of momentum equations is shared by momentum equation is used for the mixture of two-phase-
the fluids and the volume fraction of each of the fluids in fluid.

1 2

1 2
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The momentum equation hence is described by: water volume fraction equal zero (it means that in this

(4) Consequently, flow measurement can be realized using

where   F is  the  surface tension force is the curvature of results, Large microdrops were sorted into the daughter
F = (x)m the interface and n is a unit vector normal to the channel R and small one were sorted into daughter
interface.  is the surface tension coefficient. channel L. Four large microdrops are clearly observed to

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION bar of pressure on gasoil inlet and 1.5 bar of pressure on

In order to understand the phenomena that occur microdrops that are considered as microdrops satellites
during the study. We set ( P) as the difference of applied are sorted by the daughter channel L, the effect of
pressure; the pressure of gasoil inlet - the pressure of bifurcating junction geometry was stronger than the effect
water inlet. The most important results are summarized in of the flows, causing microdrops large sizes to sort into
the graphs below. the daughter channel R.

The present numerical method is based on the VOF As indicated in the Fig. 4 C, the velocity profile at the
method of the CFD. The fluids densities and viscosities entrance of Small rectangular region, it is clearly observed
are assumed to be constant in each phase. In order to that the values are most important side of the large
verify the influence of operating pressure on dispersed rectangular region, thereby, we deduce that the shear
phase (microdrops) frequencies in the output of the force ( ) make large microdrops to flow in this sense.
microdevice, we use the oscillatory frequency obtained Generally, the formation of microdrops is accompanied by
and identified by the discrete fast Fourier trans form small microdrops satellite that flow with those produced.
method (FFT). We have taken 1.5 bar for water inlet and The microdrops satellite enough only a small shear force
several values for gasoil Inlet (from 1.5 bar to 1.58 bar by to lead it to the small rectangular region, which is clearly
step of 0.02 bar). Then, we have taken several surface observed in the Fig. 3 E. 
tension value for 1.5 bar for both water and gasoil inlets, Fig. 5 E combines sorted microdrops frequency in
to verify their effect on the sorted microdrops frequency. both outputs of microsystem as a function of the

We signal that, the volume fraction of the phases is difference between applied pressure ( P) on T-junction,
the percentage of the phase that is flowing through the corresponding to the Capillary number Ca = U. v/  ranges
channel. In the Fig. 2 and 3, the principle that from 1.33x10  - 2x10 , When the capillary number is low,
characterizes the flow of microdroplets is: when the water it means that the shear force applied by the flow rate on
phase volume fraction (blue line) makes a short change the microdrops will decrease, consequently, the sorted
from zero to another value and return to zero, in this case microdrops frequency goes to be low. We note that in this
microdrop  is  flowing  in  the output. Otherwise, when the case, we may have a thread flow.

moment,  only  the oil phase that is flowing.

the frequency.
The first two figures show the microdrops sorting

be sorted for the duration of 0.019 s to 0.027 s under 1.54

water inlet, while for the same period, a few and very small

5 6

Fig. 2: (Color online) volume fraction of both phases in the left daughter channels for P=0.04; water pressure inlet=1.5
bar and gasoil inlet pressure= 1.54 bar
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Fig. 3: (Color online) volume fraction of both phases in the right daughter channels for P=0.04; water pressure inlet=1.5
bar) and gasoil inlet pressure= 1.54 bar

(d)

(c)

Fig. 4: (Color online) C: variation of velocity profile in the entrance of small rectangular region as function of channel
width and D: flow rate in the right and left daughter channels as function of P.

(E) (F)

Fig. 5: (Color online) the frequency of sorted microdrops in the right and left daughter for two cases E; as function of
P and F: as function of surface tension for the pressure of water inlet= the pressure of gasoil inlet=1.5 bar ( P=0

bar)
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Fig. 5: (Color online) volume fraction of water phase at the instance t=2.20x10 s for P=0.04 bar (P = 1.54 bar and P =1.5-2
g w

bar) and =0.01 N/m. in which larger microdrop is flowing into the large rectangular region, in addition, the small
microdrop is flowing into the left daughter channel. 

Usually, applied pressure on T-junction affect the large rectangular region than the small rectangular region.
produced microdops, their shape, their frequency and Consequently, large microdrops were sorted and flew into
their  regime.  It  is  clearly  observed  that, increasing of right daughter channel. While a few small microdrops

P causing less sorted microdrops frequency in both were flew and sorted to the left daughter channel as a
outlets. result of the low shear force applied from that side, this

Fig. 5 F shows the frequency variation of sorted result was approved by the flow rate, that was always
microdrops as a function of the surface tension between greater in the right daughter channel than in the left.
both phases. We know that the principle molecules at the We have shown that the sorted microdrops
interface always look for other molecules to equilibrate frequency is inversely proportional to the difference of
their interactions. As a result, in the absence of other applied pressure ( P) on T-junction, as well as with
forces, interfaces tend to adopt a flat profile and when it surface tension. In which, the latter plays an important
is not possible due to capillary constraints at the contact role for the dispersion of microdrops, where the increasing
of solids, they take a convex rounded shape, as close as of this parameter leads the microdrops to be flow in thread
possible to that of a sphere (Jean 2008) [8], in this figure, regime.
the frequency of microdrops in the output of the An effort will be made to investigate the feasibility of
microdevice is decreasing with increasing of contact simultaneously simulating of other designs with other
energy (surface tension). Consequently, when we hydrodynamics parameters, for suitable boundary
increase the surface tension, we make the molecules more conditions to approximate the effect of such devices on
attracted and attached, which leads to have a thread flow the external flow field, in order to improve computational
regime. efficiency.
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